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Activity Tips

Weather forecast #language skills #personal skills

What does a real weather forecast look like? Look for some examples on the web
and collect common words and expressions that are frequently used in a weather
forecast. Form groups, then plan, write and present your weather forecast in
groups. Learners can vote for “Best Presentation” and “Best English”. May the best
ones win.

Synonyms #vocabulary

Use the worksheet below. Ask the learners to use the internet and to collect
synonyms for rain, cold, hot, windy and sunny weathers. How many synonyms did
your learners find for “rain”? Why are there so many of them?

Weather observation #project

Ask the learners to observe the weather during the week. Ask them to take notes
about the temperature, the rain/snow and the wind. Ask them to summarize their
findings in a chart and to show them to their group mates. How did the weather
change? How do these changes happen? Try to explain.



Chart:
(Please, find the chart in full size in the “Worksheet section” attached.)

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Morning
temperature

Evening
temperature

Moisture

Letter ordering #vocabulary

Ask the learners to put the letters into the correct order. In case they need any
help, tell them that all the words are the synonyms of “rain”.

zlziedr

whsero

llrnfaia

wupdonor

bstruuocld

Key: drizzle, shower, rainfall, downpour, cloudburst



Peak district #project #language skills

Divide your learners into groups of three and ask them to present an up-to-date
version of the conversation between Jack, Rosie and Molly. For that, they have to
take a look at Peak District and its facilities, first on their phones. Then, they can
check the weather and come up with a date for their trip and possible solutions
for the rainy days. Who argues the best?

Trustworthy weather forecast #speaking skills #personal skills

Ask your learners to check the weather for the next two weeks on their phones.
Encourage them to visit di�erent websites and apps and then let them discuss
their findings. Which forecasts seem to be trustworthy? Which are the most
detailed? Can they analyse online sources in a critical way?

Group Holiday #language skills #personal skills #project

Ask the learners to form groups. Ask the groups to find a destination of their
liking, then to plan a holiday. Ask the groups to take into consideration the ideal
weather conditions for the trip. After the groups present their plans and ideas,
the others can have further suggestions as well.
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